MISSION

RESCUE & CARE

SNAP Cats is dedicated to the rescue and care of
special needs cats.

SNAP Cats’ goal is to work with our local community to
help save the lives of special needs cats. Whether it's
providing rescue and care, public education, or a
rewarding volunteer experience, SNAP Cats offers a
wealth of opportunity for everyone to become involved.

VISION
Animal shelters, cat rescues and sanctuaries in
Sonoma County are full. The first cats to be killed are
special needs, elderly and feral cats, or cats who aren’t
deemed “adoptable.” That’s unacceptable.
SNAP Cats is a unique rescue and sanctuary in Santa
Rosa, CA (Sonoma County) dedicated to special
needs cats. We rescue special needs cats, house
them, then find them warm, loving homes. We believe,
if given time, an older, special needs or feral cat can
find the home that they deserve.
SNAP Cats, regardless of health, age or temperament,
are available for adoption or foster care. Those who
are not adopted, due to age, illness or temperament,
are able to live out the remainder of their natural lives
in a peaceful, healthy, serene environment.

Please make a difference in the life of a special
needs cat. Donate today.

PUBLIC EDUCATION
SNAP Cats provides the community much needed
information and education about often misunderstood
topics, such as FIV, "feral” or “community" cats, and
caring for specific special needs. This information is
available on our website, and is also discussed in free
public classes at the SNAP Cats facility in Santa Rosa.
SNAP Cats welcomes group visits, i.e. school field trips,
community groups and “special needs” organizations.
If you're interested in bringing a group to SNAP Cats
please email us. There is no fee to experience our
wonderful world of special needs cats.

Whether it’s a one-time gift, a monthly contribution or
an annual sponsorship, you can make a difference in
the lives of our special needs cats. You can donate
online, in person at our facility, or you can use the form
on the back of this brochure to mail it in.
Please visit our “wish list” page online. Please send
items to our facility, or drop off your donations during
visiting hours.
If you’d like a receipt please indicate so with your
donation.
Thank you very much!

Volunteer
All interested volunteers must attend a New Volunteer
Orientation Meeting. Age requirements, qualifications, and
hours for responsibilities vary and will be explained in the
meeting. If you're interested in any of the following
positions please email or call us and we'll inform you of
our next New Volunteer Orientation Meeting.
CAT CARE TECHNICIAN
Be a trainer, therapist and care giver to cats that need
more than just attention.
FOSTER CARE FAMILY
Provide in-home care to SNAP Cats who need a break
from our campus.
OFFICE
Answer phones, assist the public, facilitate adoptions, and
various other administrative tasks as needed. Oh, and you
can play with the cats, too!
GENERAL
If you just want to help out in any capacity, that's great,
too. Whether it's in the office, in our cat rooms, helping to
transport cats, or working on your computer at home, we'll
always need and appreciate your help to take care of our
wonderful cats.
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